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Abstract

This paper studies the effects on macroeconomic aggregates of permanent changes
in housing taxes and tax deductions, and in banking regulation through the lens of a
multi-agent dynamic general equilibrium model. Specifically, the housing taxes that
are examined consist in the property and land transfer taxes, and the tax deductions
are the ones that are attached to the mortgage interest rate and imputed rental in-
come. Our main result is that borrowing-constrained bankers play an important
role for housing dynamics and for welfare improvements. On the contrary with tax
deductions, policies that change housing taxes and banking requirements so that
tax revenues are raised lead to a greater GDP. All policies are welfare-improving for
homeowners, but welfare-diminishing for renters and bankers.
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1 Introduction

From a global perspective, housing is numbered among the most significant household
assets. The value of housing assets in the US was around 28.5 trillion dollars in 2015
with a 1.1 trillion dollar increase from 2014 to 2015 according to the US census bureau.
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The significance of housing within the US economy becomes apparent when we compare it
with other key elements of that economy. The US gross domestic product was 18.1 trillion
dollars in the third quarter of 2015, about ten trillion less than the total value of the
housing stock. In addition, the mentioned data has also confirmed that households spent
around 535 billion dollars on renting in 2015 and 516 billion dollars in 2014. These figures
prove that fluctuations within the housing market can dramatically impact the economy.
Hosing, therefore, is a subject of great significance within the field of macroeconomics.

Taxes are one of the main sources of government revenue. The share of taxes in the
government revenue vary between countries depending on their tax code policies for in-
stancein 2015 the tax revenue in the US was about 26% of all GDP. Figure 1 presents
the share of income and property taxes in total tax revenue between 1980-2015 in the
US. Income tax was about 38% of total tax revenue in 2015 and a part of this share
is income revenue generated by owners renting houses. Housing related taxation is one
of the greatest contributors to governmental revenue flow. Property tax was about 10%
of total revenue tax in 2015 and it maintained this level in the subsequent decades. In
addition, there are some deductible taxes in the US1. According to JTC 2010 the subsidy
on mortgage interest rate and property tax amounted to around 114 billion dollars. This
emphasises the significance of mortgages in the housing market (Sommer and Sullivan,
2013).

Figure 1: Income and property tax over total tax revenue

Figure 2 presents the value of mortgage over income(left) and housing price over
rent(right) between 1995-2015(OECD data 2016). The figure shows the importance of
mortgage in the budget of households, its recession during the 2008 housing crisis and
post crisis upturn . Hence tax code alterations can easily have a tremendous impact on
decisions of households on consumption, borrowing and investing(Glick et al., 2015).

1https://www.irs.gov/publications/p530/ar02.html
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Figure 2: Mortgage and house price

Using a dynamic general equilibrium model, this paper studies the impact of taxation
on housing both indirectly, through mortgage deductions and imputed rental income inter-
est rates, and directly, through rearranging property tax. This paper expands on existing
research by contributing an intermediary agent in DGE model and analyzing both the
impact of changes in tax codes and the financial regulation of banking system on agents’
decisions. Households are heterogeneous. Intermediary agents (bankers) as one type of
household pool deposits from patient households and lend to impatient households as
mortgages and to government as government loans. Another type of household is renters
(hand to mouth) who only rent rental houses from the patient household thus consuming
their wage. Both borrowers and bankers are constrained in borrowing and raising the
liabilities. These financial frictions are are crucial to the model.
Capital requirement and restricting banks to their assets are the basic principles of Basel
Accord. Until now there were three versions of Basel issued by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision in each of which there are different financial regulation structures
(Angelini et al., 2015). Figure 3 shows the bank capital to assets ratio for the US between
2000-2016 (World bank data, International Monetary Fund, Global Financial Stability
Report 2016). Capital to asset ratio is a mean that helps financial regulatory determine
the minimum level of capital that banks must have. These kind of indexes assure regu-
lators that an intermediary agent can absorb a reasonable amount of loss and complies
with statutory Capital requirements.
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Figure 3: Bank capital to assets ratio (%)

The present paper develops a dynamic equilibrium model of majority of tax codes
and explores the impact of the financial regulation on the economy. There is expansive
extant literature in banking and regulation with each study proposing different modeling
on relating intermediary liabilities and assets, for example see Allen and Gale (2005),Di-
amond and Rajan (2005),He and Krishnamurthy (2013),Berger et al. (2016) and Repullo
and Suarez (2013) and an empirical work like Adrian and Shin (2010). The present pa-
per’s modeling on intermediary is more in line with He and Krishnamurthy (2013) and
Iacoviello (2015). The latter proves that when the intermediary agent is constrained, a
loan default can provoke a considerable recession. Intermediary agent is constrained on
raising liabilities by a fraction of its assets. In addition adjustment cost on asset prevents
bankers dramatically altering the asset.

The present paper assesses the impact of the permanent shock in deduction of the
mortgage interest rate, deduction of imputed rental income, property tax and land trans-
fer tax in tax codes and the change in the regulation of the intermediary agent that
directly affect financial friction for bankers. The present value of tax revenue change is
fixed for all changes to provide the possibility of comparing between policies. The paper
shows all the changes have positive effects on present value of GDP change over time. This
positive impact is due to the important role of deposits in the model as an alternative for
the patient household to transfer its saving to the next period.
These results corroborate those of Gervais (2002) in the sense of GDP augmentations
and welfare. He uses a dynamic general equilibrium life-cycle economy model to show
the impact of the tax deductions used in the US in housing capital and housing service.
The financial intermediary agent in his model pools deposits to raise loans for borrow-
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ers and provide residential capital. Defining an intermediary in his model simplifies the
exposition, it does not face any constraint. In contrast, the intermediary agent in the
model presented in this paper faces a lending constraint and it is not a direct player in
the demand or supply side of housing. Gervais’ paper presents tax deductions used in this
paper’s results in welfare gains in the long run that our result confirm the same thing.
In our model, The policies have positive welfare effects for all houseowners. Due to the
changes, patient and impatient households consume more and they reduce their labor
share in the economy. In addition bankers consume more due to the positive effect on
deposit. Renters consume less and raise their labor share. This negatively impacts their
welfare.

This paper is informed by different strands of the literature. Taxation (e.g income tax
or any housing taxation etc) is one of them. Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2015) discuss
tax treatment of housing in crisis and how tax deduction of mortgage interest payments
and rental income could affect extensiveness of a crisis. Chambers et al. (2009) apply an
asymmetric tax treatment on a general equilibrium framework, where rental price and
interests rates are endogenous and house price is fixed. They conclude that reducing
mortgage interest deduction has a positive effect on housing service and accordingly on
welfare in an individual heterogeneous model. Sommer and Sullivan (2013) use the model
in the previous paper to show the impact of the preferential tax treatment of housing on
different prices and housing ownership in economy. They argue that reducing deductions
results in a drop in house prices,which consequently leads to greater housing ownership.
Property taxes are one element of government revenue, they show this action would in-
crease federal income tax revenue, but decrease government revenue. Albouy and Hanson
(2014) and Albouy (2009)assess the role of taxation especially income taxes on the place
of residence and the quality of life. They show how a deduction in tax code could provide
a form of cost-of-living adjustment and change the household optimal decision. Iacoviello
and Pavan (2013) analyze the impact of defining housing and mortgage on the volatility
of the aggregate economy. They study the volatility of housing investment and GDP,
and the procyclicality of debt in an incomplete market. There is a single production and
there is a single saving way to transfer to the next period. In the model proposed by the
present paper households have more alternatives to transfer savings over time e.g investing
in housing,capital and safe asset of the bank, whereas in the model Iacoviello and Pavan’s
there is no risk-free asset. They conclude that the more relaxed borrowing constraints,
the more decline in output volatility. Gervais and Pandey (2008) study the impact of
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repealing the deduction of mortgage interest in federal tax liability. They explore rear-
ranging household balance sheets and which decreasing the amount of interest income
taxes collected. In the present paper the variety of changes in tax code are analyzed.

The present paper is closely related to Alpanda and Zubairy (2016). They examine
the impact of various tax policies ,direct and indirect housing taxes, on macroeconomic
variables in a general equilibrium context. Their model consists of housing and goods
sectors, housing and capital productions and heterogeneous households in three types,
patient(lender and saver), impatient(borrower), and renter(hand to mouth) households.
This paper is made significantly different from theirs by the introduction of another type
of household which collects the deposit from lenders and lends to borrowers. This inter-
mediary agent is called banker. The existence of bankers comes from the fact that in the
real world households have access to bonds, but since they do not have the expertise, it
is too costly for them to invest in such assets directly. The ability of raising liabilities by
banker is controlled by a restriction which constrains liabilities to a fraction of banker’s
asset. The restriction on banker’s lending ability is related to the regulation literature that
will be examined presently. Alpanda and Zubairy (2016) assess the welfare effects of each
policy and compare them in terms of GDP loss and welfare effects. The mentioned tax
polices are increasing the property tax rate, eliminating the mortgage interest deduction,
increasing taxation of imputed rental income and eliminating of depreciation allowance
for rental income. In the present paper, the first three polices plus the impact of change in
land transfer tax(the literature on this tax comes in following paragraph) and the change
in banking regulation as one of the most important means to control economy by govern-
ment or higher regulatory are assessed. In order to maintain comparability between each
policy, any change has the same impact on the present value of tax revenue. They find
that the elimination of the mortgage interest deduction would be the most effective policy
in raising tax revenue and less is lost in output and welfare compared to other policies. In
our model, the change in property tax which is a direct change in housing-related taxes
has the greater present value GDP gain in comparison with other tax policies and the
change in the financial regulation has the larger GDP gain in all mentioned policies.

There are different taxes on housing in US tax codes. The most important one is
the property tax on houses households in which people currently reside (Englund, 2003).
Another tax on housing is Land transfer tax(LTT)2which may apply to households con-
sidering changing home. The main studies discuss property tax But little research has
been conducted on the impact of LTT on the economy. In this paper this tax and its

2http://www.ncsl.org/research/fiscal-policy/real-estate-transfer-taxes.aspx
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effect are briefly discussed. Dachis et al. (2008) and Dachis et al. (2011) study the effect
of LTT on Toronto’s housing market. They show that raising LTT by 1.1% could cause
a 15% drop in houseownership and and subsequently cause a housing price decrease of
about 1%. They urge that raising LTT results in welfare loss. Figure 4 shows the rate
of moves in the US between 1986-2016 according to US Census Bureau Reports 2016.

Figure 4: The US mover rate (%)

A discussion about housing generally includes consideration for mortgage and its re-
turn. The treatment of Borrowing and collateral constraint in the literature is another
focus of this paper. Linneman and Wachter (1989) study the impact of borrowing con-
straint through micro data on homeownership propensity. Kiyotaki et al. (2011) studies
the interaction between borrowing constraints, housing prices, and economic activity. Kr-
ishnamurthy (2003) develops a model à la Kiyotaki et al. (1997) and using collateral
constraint to present how the degree of amplification with debt changes. Borrowing and
collateral constraint are among the most studied topic after crisis. Barakova et al. (2014)
examine the housing market boom between 2003 and 2007 and the impact of borrowing
constraints on the probability of homeownership. Ebner (2013) shows higher borrowing
could potentially be the result of expectations of future house price increases. He says the
borrowing constraint positively affects house purchase and influences home equity with-
drawals. In the present paper, household borrowers are faced with a collateral constraint.
Housing is used as collateral against borrowing, as well as providing utility. Binding the
collateral constraint provides a shadow cost by the risk free rate and the cost of capital
faced by borrowers. The mortgage market and borrowing constraint is more realistic in
this model(Alpanda et al., 2014). The borrowing constraint only affects the new loans.
There is some inertia and there is a fraction of borrowers who would like to change mort-
gage. This realistic model is dissimilar to other models in which the constraint restricts
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the entire stock. The price of housing and capital are determined by the housing and
capital producers who invest in housing and non-housing goods subject to an adjustment
cost (Smets and Wouters, 2007).

This paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model that is com-
posed of defining four types of household, firms and government. The optimal conditions
and market clearing are also explained in section 2. Section 3 presents the calibration of
the baseline model. Section 4 analyses the deterministic model in the case of permanent
shocks to tax policies and the regulation on banker. The changes are compared in terms
of the present value of tax revenue change, the present value of GDP change and welfare
effect on their transition paths between before and after shock steady states. Section 5
offers a conclusion on the findings of this paper

2 Model

The model is a closed-economy model with heterogeneous households. There are four
types of households in the economy who live infinitely. The first type, patient households,
buy the houses for personal use and rental purposes. In addition, patient households
own capital in the economy which is lent to the firms. Firms use the lent capital and
labor from all households to produce goods for consumption, investment and government
expenditure. For this type of household, there is a possibility to invest through the
deposit in intermediary agent which is here referred to as banker. The key consideration
of this paper is to assess the potential of bankers to change the behavior of the economy.
Bankers are agents that pool deposits from patient households as liabilities and lend them
to impatient households as mortgages and to government as loans to cover lump sum
transfers and expenditure. The banker consumes and is limited to a borrowing constraint
that defines the applied leverage ratio in the economy set by the government or higher
regulatory.

The second type of households is impatient household. Impatient households buy
houses using the loan from the banker (i.e mortgage). Collateral constraint restricts this
household’s borrowing to the value of their housing. Housing provides utility benefit for
households except bankers and impatient households use it as collateral for borrowing
from banker. The third type of households, renters, work for the firms and rent houses
from patient households. The role of government in this economy is mainly to transfer
taxes as lump sum to all households. There are taxes on income revenue(on wage,deposit
and capital interest) and property taxes. The latter is divided to a tax on current house
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and a tax on the value of the newly bought houses (land transfer tax). Government also
borrows from bankers to pay the transfer and its expenditure. Based on the US data
there is a possibility of deduction of property tax for owners and deduction of taxation on
imputed rental income for patient households. Housing in this economy has a dynamic
supply as well as all other variables.

2.1 Household

There are 4 types of households, patient(saver), impatient (borrower), renter and banker.
There is a unit measure of infinitely lived household of each type3 in the economy. In
the paper superscribe P, I, R,B stand for Patient,Impatient and Renter households and
banker ,respectively. All types of households benefit from consumption, housing and
leisure time in the utility function.

2.1.1 Patient households

Patient household utility function is,

Et
∞∑
τ=t

βτ−tP {log cPτ + ϕh log hPτ−1 − ϕl
(lPτ )1+ι

1 + ι
} (2.1)

where t presents time, βP < 1 is the discount factor that is greater than discount factor
of other households. ϕh and ϕl are the coefficient that present the relative importance of
housing and leisure in the utility function and ι is the inverse of the Frisch-elasticity of
labor supply. The patient households’ budget constraint is

(1 + τc)cPt + pht I
Ph
t + pkt I

k
t + dt ≤

wPt l
P
t + pRt h

R
t−1 + (1 + rt)dt−1 + rkt kt−1 + ΓPt − τw[wPt lPt + (pRt − δh)(hRt−1 + Irh

P
t−1)

− τppht (hPt−1 + hRt−1)]− τdrtdt−1 − τk(rkt − δk)kt−1 − τppht (hPt−1 + hRt−1)

− τlζpht (hPt + hRt )− ACP
t (2.2)

where patient housholds’ housing and capital investment,IPh, Ik, respectively are

IPht = [hPt − (1− δh)hPt−1] + [hRt − (1− δh)hRt−1] (2.3)

Ikt = kt − (1− δk)kt−1 (2.4)
3 The same arrangement as Iacoviello (2005)
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Patient households consume non housing consumption cP , invest in residential and rental
purpose houses,hP and hR respectively, and receive the rent pR on each unit of rental
housing from renter household. They invest and transfer their savings through the pe-
riods by investing deposit d to the intermediary agent. Patient households are owners
of capital. Each period firms borrow the capital from patient households and after pro-
ducing goods return the undepreciated part to the household. Households buy houses
with relative housing price ph. They accumulate capital from capital producer to lend to
firms with relative capital price pk. Patient households work for firms and receive wP ,
as wage. lP is the share of patient in the population, ΓP is transfer for patient from the
government and r is the interest rate on the deposit. There are different types of taxes in
the economy. τw is the tax on income composed by wage and rental income, τp is prop-
erty tax on current residential houses, τl is land transfer tax on new houses and ζ is the
fraction of the population who changes houses. There is a depreciation rate δh on houses
and δk on capital. Ir is a variable that has a value between 0 and 1, depending on the
policy of the government. It is the parameter which presents the deduction of taxation
on imputed rental income for patient households. The last term in the budget constraint
is the adjustment cost ACP , which ensure a smooth change between houses.4

The FOC with respect to residential houses is

(1 + τlζ + ψh

h
P (hPt − hPt−1))pht =

βPEt[
ϕh
λPt h

p
t

+ λPt+1
λPt

((1− δh − τp(1− τw))pht+1 − Irτw(pRt+1 − δh) + ψh

h
P p

h
t+1(hPt+1 − hPt ))]

(2.5)

The optimal condition with respect to rental houses is

(1 + τlζ + ψh

h
R (hRt − hRt−1))pht =

βPEt[
λPt+1
λPt

((1− δh − τp(1− τw)pht+1 + (1− τw)pRt+1 + τwδh + ψh

h
Rp

h
t+1(hRt+1 − hRt ))]

(2.6)

where where λP is the Lagrangian multiplier of the budget constraint. The optimal con-
ditions respect to residential and rental purpose houses are so that the marginal utility of

4Adjustment cost is ACPt = ψa

2hP p
h
t (hPt − hPt−1)2 − ψa

2hR p
h
t (hRt − hRt−1)2.
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consumption is equal to the marginal cost of consumption. The FOC equates the marginal
cost of buying one unit of residential/rental purpose house at time t with discounted util-
ity gain and the house value after tax and depreciating. The FOCs with respect to deposit
and capital respectively are

1 = βPEt[
λPt+1
λPt

(1 + (1− τd)rt+1)] (2.7)

pkt = βPEt[
λPt+1
λPt

((1− δk)pkt+1 + (1− τk)rkt+1 + τkδk)] (2.8)

The FOC respect to deposit/capital equates the cost the household pays to deposit/capital
one more unit with the discounted gain next period. And finally optimal condition for
share of labor equates the marginal loss of leisure time with the gain in the case of working
in the firm5.

2.1.2 Impatient households

Impatient households have a utility function in the same fashion as Patient ones,

Et
∞∑
τ=t

βτ−tI {log cIτ + ϕh log hIτ−1 − ϕl
(lIτ )1+ι

1 + ι
} (2.9)

in order to make borrowing and lending easier for these agents, the impatient discount
factor is assumed to be less than that of patient households, βI < βP . Their budget
constraint is,

(1 + τc)cIt + pht I
Ih
t + (1 + rbt )Mt−1 ≤

wIt l
I
t +Mt + ΓIt − τw[wIt lIt − ImrbtMt−1 + Ir(pRt − δh)hIt−1 − τppht hIt−1]

− τppht hIt−1 − τlζpht hIt − ACI
t (2.10)

Impatient households consume cI and buy residential purpose house hI and invest in
housing

IIh = hIt − (1− δh)hIt−1 (2.11)
5Appendix 6.1
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Impatient households get loans M as mortgages from bankers to buy houses. They work
for firms and get wI as the wage of impatient. lI is the share of impatient labor in the
population, ΓI is the transfer for impatient from the government and rb is the interest rate
on the mortgage. 0 ≤ Im ≤ 1 is a variable that measures how much interest payments on
borrowing are deductible. When it is equal to one the interest payment is fully deductible.
The tax code is the same as patient household, also there is an adjustment cost on changing
houses6.
Collateral constraint is7,

Mt ≤ ρmMt−1 + (1− ρm)θpht hIt (2.12)

where θ is the fraction of assets that can be collateralized for borrowing, and ρm deter-
mines the persistence in the borrowing constraint. This constraint reflects the reality
of mortgage borrowing. It prevents a huge change in the mortgage from one period to
another alongside constraints the mortgage to the collateral housing. In the real world in
any period only a fraction of households change mortgages so the borrowing constraint
only affects the new loans. This realistic model is in contrast to other models in which
the constraint restricts the entire stock.

The first order conditions with respect to impatient houses is

(1 + τlζ −
λmt
λIt

(1− ρm)θ + ψh

h
P (hIt − hIt−1))pht =

βIEt[
ϕh
λIth

I
t

+ λIt+1
λIt

((1− δh − τp(1− τw))pht+1 − Irτw(pRt+1 − δh) + ψh

h
I p

h
t+1(hIt+1 − hIt ))]

(2.13)

where λI is the Lagrangian multiplier of the budget constraint and λm is the Lagrangian
multiplier of the collateral constraint. The optimal condition with respect to mortgage,

1− λmt
λIt

= βIEt[
λIt+1
λIt

(1 + (1− Imτw)rbt+1 −
λmt+1
λIt

ρm)] (2.14)

The optimal condition respect to impatient household’s houses is so that it equates the cost
of raising one unit of impatient house to the discounted gain from the house after tax plus
the utility gain from loosening the collateral constraint by raising one unit of impatient

6ACIt = ψa

2hI p
h
t (hIt − hIt−1)2

7 in the same form of Justiniano et al. (2015)
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house. The optimal condition respect to mortgage equates the discounted marginal cost
of raising one unit of mortgage plus utility loss from tightening the collateral constraint to
the marginal gain plus the discounted utility gain from loosening the collateral constraint
next period.

2.1.3 Renter households

Renter households’ utility function is,

Et
∞∑
τ=t

βτ−tI {log cRτ + ϕh log hRτ−1 − ϕl
(lRτ )1+ι

1 + ι
} (2.15)

the discount factor of renters is the same as impatient one. They benefit from consump-
tion, renting houses and leisure time. Their budget constraint is

(1 + τc)cRt + pRt h
R
t−1 ≤ (1− τwr)wRt lRt + ΓRt (2.16)

Renter household consumes cR. Renter households rent rents houses from patient
households. They work and have the wage wR and pays a different wage tax τwr(rather
than other type of households) as income tax on renters’ income. lR is the share of renter
labor in the population and ΓR is the transfer for renters from the government. They do
not have the ability to borrow or invest and they spend what they earn. They are referred
to as hand to mouth.
The first order conditions with respect to rental housing,

pRt = ϕh
λRt h

R
t−1

(2.17)

where where λR is the Lagrangian multiplier of the budget constraint.

2.1.4 Bankers

The representative banker is an agent in this economy. Banker consumes and pools the
deposit of patient households as liabilities and loans to the government and impatient
households as the banker ’s asset a. Asset a is composed of bg, the loan to the government
and M , the mortgage to impatient households,

at = bgt +Mt (2.18)
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Banker benefits consumption in every period. Banker’s utility function and budget con-
straint are,

maxEt
∞∑
τ=t

βτ−tB log cBτ

(1 + τc)cBt + (1 + rt)dt−1 + at + ψb
2

(at − at−1)2

a
= dt + (1 + rbt )at−1 (2.19)

Every period, banker consumes after returning the last period deposit and its interest to
patient households and raising loans as mortgages to impatients and government loans.
rb is the interest rate on loans. It is the same interest rate that impatient households
pay on mortgages. In the same time banker receives new deposits and the return on last
period loans. Bankers are constrained to issue liabilities by the amount of assets in its
portfolio8,

dt ≤ φat (2.20)

Parameter φ is the leverage ratio that presents the ratio of the liabilities over the asset
of the banker. Constraint (2.20) is set by government or higher regulatory. It is what
we can see in the financial regulation literature and Basel core principles (Supervision,
2006). Bankers face an adjustment cost in their budget constraint that is external to the
agent and guarantees a smooth change in assets. The optimalilty condition for deposit
and loans are

1 = λφt
λBt

+ βBEt
λBt+1
λBt

(1 + rt+1) (2.21)

1 + ψb
at − at−1

a
= λφt
λBt

φ+ βBEt
λBt+1
λBt

(1 + rbt+1 + ψb
at+1 − at

a
) (2.22)

where λBt , λ
φ are the Lagrangian multiplier of the constraints. In this structure loans

are less liquid than deposits. The optimal condition with respect to deposit equates the
today payoff of raising one unit of deposit with the discounted expected cost of that.
One unit more deposit means one unit more payoff but it tightens the constraint and
reduces the utility much as the Lagrangian multiplier of the constraint normalized by
budget constraint’s Lagrangian multiplier(λφ/λB).On the other hand optimal condition
respect to the asset equates the discounted tomorrow’s payoff to the today’s cost of raising
one unit of assets(loans). Raising one unit of loan means consuming one unit less today

8see Iacoviello (2015)
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but having one unit discounted return more tomorrow. The greater the loan, the looser
the constraint and the more utility(much as the Lagrangian multiplier of the constraint
normalized by budget constraint’s Lagrangian multiplier times the leverage ratio(φλφ/λB).
Banks are indifferent between pooling deposit and raising loans so it results in the positive
budget constraint’s Lagrangian multiplier since the banker’s discount factor is less than
the patient household’s. Because of the equation on the adjusted returns on deposits and
loans, since the leverage ratio is less than one, deposits are more liquid than loans.

2.2 Firms

A perfectly competitive non-housing good market is characterized by constant returns to
scale. Identical firms of measure one are producing a homogeneous final good according
to the Cobb-Douglas technology. Profit maximization determines factor prices and they
are equal to their marginal products. All households except bankers work for the firm but
they have different labor elasticity. The firm rent the capital from patient households to
produce consumption goods.

Y f
t = Atk

α
t−1((lPt )ιP (lIt )ιI (lRt )ιR)1−α (2.23)

Πf
t = Y f

t − wPt lPt − wIt lIt − wRt lRt − rkt kt−1 (2.24)

Market factors resulted by the first order condition respect to capital and labor,respectively,
are

α
Y f
t

kt−1
= rkt (2.25)

(1− α)ιi
Y f
t

lit
= wit, i = P, I, R (2.26)

2.3 Capital and housing producer

In the economy there are perfectly competitive capital and housing producers who produce
capital and housing used by households subject to an adjustment cost. The capital and
housing investment by producers are

[1− ψx
2 ( i

x
t

ixt−1
− 1)2]ixt = xt − (1− δx)xt−1 x = k, h (2.27)
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where ht = hPt + hIt + hRt is total housing. A producer maximizes her benefit as

Et
∞∑
τ=t

βτ−tP

λPτ
λPt

[pxτ (xτ − (1− δx)xτ−1)− ixτ ] x = k, h (2.28)

subject to equation (2.27)9.

2.4 Government

Government gets all the taxes on income revenue, property and land transfer and redis-
tribute them as lump-sum to agents except to financial agent. Total tax T is composed
of

Tt = τcCt + τw[wPt lPt + (pRt − δh)(hRt−1 + Irh
P
t−1)− τp(hPt−1 + hRt−1)] + τdrtdt−1

+ τp(hPt−1 + hRt−1) + τlζ(hPt + hRt ) + τk(rkt − δk)kt−1

+ τw[wIt lIt − Imrmt−1Mt−1 + Ir(pRt − δh)hIt−1 − τphIt−1] + τph
I
t−1 + τlζh

I
t

+ τwrw
R
t l
R
t (2.29)

where Ct = cPt + cIt + cRt + cBt is total households’ consumption. Total tax is composed
of taxes on consumption, patient income tax, impatient income tax and renter income
tax(line 4). The government spends the total tax plus the borrowing from the banker to
cover the payment as transfers to all households except bankers (relative to their type),
its loan to bankers and to spend for its expenditure. Hence

bgt + Tt = (1 + rbt )b
g
t−1 + gt + ΓPt + ΓIt + ΓRt (2.30)

where

Γit = ϑiY
f
t − ρbbgt−1, i = I, P,R. (2.31)

Equ. (2.31) describes transfers to each household type. Y f is non-housing good production
from firms. ϑi are level parameters specific to the type of household that show how much
the government helps any type. ρb determines the response of transfers to government
debt. This coefficient is set to avoid ponzi game by the government so transfers are adjust
to the government debt.

9For details see Appendix 6.1
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2.5 Market clearing

Non-housing good market clearing condition equates firm’s output to total consumption,
total housing investment, capital investment and government expenditure,

Y f
t = Ct + iht + ikt + gt (2.32)

where iht is the housing investment of producers, ikt is the capital investment of producers
and ht is total housing. In this paper GDP10 is introduced by

Yt = (1 + τc)Ct + pRht−1 + iht + ikt + gt (2.33)

that is firm’s output plus consumption tax and housing provides consumption services.

An equilibrium is a set of prices (ph, pk, pR, r, rb, rk) and allocations (cP , cI , cR, cB, hP , hI , hR)
so that maximize the household utility functions subject to all constraints, market factors
and market clearings.

3 Calibration

Parameters Value Target Model Source
βP , βI , βB 0.9916, 0.9852, 0.957 r = 0.04, rb = 0.0538 r = 0.04, rb = 0.0538 BIR
ϕh 0.247 h/Y = 5.2 h/Y = 5.2 FOF
ϕl 0.81 lP = 0.27, lI = 0.36, lR = 0.36
δh, δk 0.0096, 0.0141 k/Y = 6 k/Y = 6 NIPA
ϑP , ϑI , ϑR 0.040, 0.036, 0.030 tr/Y = 0.08 tr/Y = 0.08 NIPA
τw, τwr 0.31, 0.21 T/Y = 0.27 T/Y = 0.27
θ 0.7 M/hI = 0.7 AHS
ιP , ιI , ιR 0.22, 0.54, 0.24 hP /h = 0.37, hP /h = 0.37, FOF

hI/h = 0.43, hR/h = 0.2 hI/h = 0.43, hR/h = 0.2
α,A 0.2047, 1.805 optimal conditions,rk, k

Table 1: Free parameters,targets are defined annually

Table 1 presents the value of the parameters which are chosen to get the targets
annually in the data. βP is set to 0.9916 to target the safe asset interest rate on deposit
equal to 4% annually. βI is set to 0.9852 to have a Lagrange multiplier on household
loans that is equivalent to a 200 basis point spread on the risk-free rateas (Alpanda and

10that is consistent with NIPA’s data
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Zubairy, 2016). βB, banker’s discount factor is set to get rb = 0.0538 considering 30-Year
Fixed Rate Mortgage Average in the US from Banking Information and Regulation data
(BIR, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System). With these calibrations, Total
Consumption over GDP is set to C/Y = 51% and cP/C = 33%, cI/C = 43%, cR/C =
22%, cB/C = 2%. The coefficient of leisure time in the utility function ϕl is calibrated
to insure the labor supply of each household is 30%. The coefficient of importance of
housing in the utility function ϕh is chosen to get housing value over GDP equal to 5.2
as the Flow of Funds Accounts (FOF; Federal Reserve Board). δh is set to 0.0096 to get
housing investment over GDP by patient household equal to 5% and δk equal to 0.0141 to
get capital over GDP equal to 6 based on the the National Income and Product Accounts
(NIPA,Bureau of Economic Analysis). Based on the same data, ϑP , ϑI , ϑR are set to
0.04, 0.036, 0.030, respectively, to target total transfer over GDP, tr/Y = 0.08. τw, τwr are
calibrated to 0.31, 0.21 to get income tax, T/Y = 0.27 as Zubairy (2014).

Parameters value Source
ι 1 Smets and Wouters (2007)
ρm 0.85 Alpanda and Zubairy (2016)
τk, τc, τp, τd 0.4, 0.05, 0.14/4, 0.15 Zubairy (2014)
φ 0.9 Iacoviello (2015)
ψb 0.25 Iacoviello (2015)
ψk, ψh, ψa 8, 30, 0.1 Alpanda and Zubairy (2016)
ρb 0.001 Avoiding indeterminacy
τl 0.0125 NCSL
ζ 0.1483/4 US Census Bureau

Table 2: Deep Parameters

Based on the 2011 American Housing Survey (AHS; Census Bureau) data θ is cali-
brated to 0.7 to target M/hI = 0.7 in the steady state. Following the same data and the
2001 Residential Finance Survey (RFS; Census Bureau), ιP , ιI , ιR are set to 0.22, 0.54, 0.24
respectively to target hP/h = 0.37, hI/h = 0.43, hR/h = 0.20. Government expenditure
is calibrated to 18% based on NIPA, and to have government loan(bg) over GDP 30%.
ρb,the elasticity of transfers to government debt, is calibrate to 0.001 to avoid indeter-
minacy (Leeper et al., 2010). τl is calibrated to 0.0125 that is the average land transfer
tax in US based on data from National Conference of State Legislatures(NCSL). On the
other hand, this tax is not applied on all households. Only the mover should pay land
transfer tax. Based on the US Census Bureau Reports the average rate of mover between
1986-2016 is ζ = 14.83%/4 per quarter. α,A are set to 0.2047, 1.805 based on the optimal
conditions and the relation between rk, k and to insure k/Y = 6. Frisch elasticity is set
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to one from Smets and Wouters (2007). In order to get high persistence in the borrowing
constraint, ρm is set to 0.85 as Alpanda and Zubairy (2016). The leverage ratio φ, and
the coefficient of banker’s lending adjustment cost ψb are set to 0.9, 0.25,respectively, from
Iacoviello (2015). Coefficient of capital and housing producer adjustment cost ψk, ψh are
caliberated to 8, 30 and the coefficient of housing investment adjustment cost ψa = 0.1
following Christiano et al. (2005) and Alpanda and Zubairy (2016). Capital, consump-
tion, property and deposit taxes(τk, τc, τp, τd) are set to 0.4, 0.05, 0.14/4, 0.15 respectively
based on the US tax codes (Zubairy, 2014).

Table 3 presents the steady state value of all variables over GDP for the baseline
model.

Variable/GDP symbol/Y Steady State/Y

Consumption cP , cI , cR, cB 0.17, 0.22, 0.11, 0.01
Housing hP , hI , hR 2, 2.2, 1
Tax T 0.27
Bankers’ asset a 1.87
Mortgage M 1.56
Government loan bg 0.30
Deposit d 1.68
non-housing output Y f 0.82
wages wP , wI , wR 0.54, 0.97, 0.43
Government Exp. g 0.18
Transfers trP , trI , trR 0.03, 0.03, 0.02
Investments ik, ih 0.08, 0.05

Table 3: Steady state of the benchmark model

4 Effects of Permanent shocks

The aim of this section is to assess the role of bankers in deterministic economy when
there is a permanent shock in the housing taxes and deduction conditions. The paper
analyses the effect of the tightening or loosening the economy by changing the leverage
ratio of the intermediary agent . There are permanent shocks in period one in the system of
equations for deduction of mortgage interest,Im, for deduction of imputed rental income,Ir,
for property tax,τp, land transfer tax,τl and change in the financial regulation-leverage
ratio,φ. The only difference between τp and τl is the former impacts on the current
housing where household lives and the latter impacts the houses it would like to buy in
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this period. However the nature of change in the regulation is different than changes in
the tax code. It is interesting to examine how government or higher regulatory could raise
tax revenue and effect economy indirectly. This model is a Perfect foresight model and
there is a perfect foresight path which describes transition between the base line steady
state and the new steady state for the variables on 1000 periods. In period zero agents are
not aware of these permanent shocks at period one. All the results in the tables are based
on the value of the variables on their transition path between the initial and terminal
steady state. The exogenous variables Im, Ir, τp, τl, φ in Table 4 are changed to get the
present value of tax revenue gain equal to 50% to preserve the comparability. The present
value of tax revenue change is calculated by,

PVT = 1
T0

∞∑
t=0

βt(Tt − T0) (4.1)

where β is a weighted average of discount factors of agents in the economy and it is equal
to cP

C
βP + cI+cR

C
βI + cB

C
βB. T0 is the total tax steady state at period zero without any

shock. The present value of GDP change in the table are also calculated in an analogous
fashion. Table 4 presents the change in the present value of GDP change based on perfect
foresight solution.

Policy Parameter from→to PVY

deduction of mortgage interest Im 1→ 0.875 −0.0590
deduction of imputed rental income Ir 0→ 0.040 −0.0843
property tax τp 0.014→ 0.015 0.0061
land transfer tax τl 0.0125→ 0.0137 0.0060
financial regulation φ 0.9→ 0.934 0.0239

Table 4: PVY from the change in the exogenous variables to gain PVT = 0.5

Table 5 presents the percentage change of variables from the baseline steady state to
the new steady state after related shock in Table 4.

Policy change on Y Y f C h T tr M d k

Im −0.064 0.014 0.073 −0.52 0.33 −0.28 −1.40 3.41 0.014
Ir −0.099 0.008 0.085 −0.73 0.36 −0.31 −0.95 4.2 0.008
τp 0.031 0.007 0.083 −0.72 0.35 −0.30 −0.73 4.23 0.007
τl 0.030 0.007 0.083 −0.73 0.35 −0.30 −0.74 4.2 0.007
φ 0.079 −0.100 −0.26 1.14 0.27 −0.54 2.14 12.7 −0.10

Table 5: % change in the SS of the variables after permanent shock
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Figure 5: % Dev. from SS, Permanent shocks on Im, Ir, τp, τl, φ

Figure 5 plots the response to change on all fiscal policy and in the banking regulation
through the leverage ratio. The paths in the figure present the transition path from the
baseline steady state to the new steady state after related shock that lasts for ever. Table
6 presents the percentage change of consumption and housing of all types of households
between the initial steady state and the new steady state.

Policy change on cP cI cR cB hP hI hR pR

Im 0.20 −0.09 −0.04 3.41 0.20 −1.40 −0.04 0
Ir 0.17 −0.06 −0.05 4.23 −0.83 −0.95 −0.05 0
τp 0.15 −0.05 −0.05 4.23 −0.61 −0.73 −0.93 0.89
τl 0.15 −0.05 −0.05 4.21 −0.62 −0.74 −0.94 0.89
φ 0.72 −0.02 −0.18 −28.6 0.72 2.14 −0.18 0

Table 6: % change in the SS of Consumption and Housing

Figure 6 presents the responses to permanent shock on housing taxes and the leverage
ratio on consumption and housing of any type of household.
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Figure 6: % Dev. from SS, Consumption & housing, Permanent shocks on Im, Ir, τp, τl, φ

The following section presents the results in Table 4-7 and Figures 5-6. The results
are discussed in terms of transition path and the impact on GDP present value followed
by welfare.

4.1 Results

4.1.1 Deduction of mortgage interest

By reducing deduction of mortgage interest Im from one to 87%, the marginal cost of hav-
ing an additional unit of mortgage increases. This change directly targets the impatient
household’s decision on mortgage. Table 4 in line one presents the changes of variables by
13% reducing in Im. The present value of the tax revenue gain rises by 50% as imposed
by the experiment. This change results in a negative present value of GDP presented in
the first row of Table 4. This effect can be explained in light of the fact that the change
makes a rise in capital, deposit and consumption and reduces total housing.

Increasing the marginal cost of raising mortgage reduces the mortgage taken by im-
patient households directly. The less mortgage, the less impatient consumption and the
less impatient house demands because of the collateral constraint. Tightening the collat-
eral constraint through the drop in impatient house demands decreases the shadow price
of the collateral constraint . A drop in the shadow price directly raises the borrowing
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interest rate11. Since the leverage ratio is constant, a raise in borrowing interest rate is
followed by a raise in the safe asset interest rate. It is verifiable by checking banker’s
optimal conditions which were explained in the banker section. The higher the interest
rate on the safe asset, the higher the deposit. On the other hand, an initial drop in im-
patient house demands increases the housing price and motivates patient households to
raise residential and rental houses investment. The latter causes a drop in rental housing
price which raises renters’ consumption because of the income effect. Some time after the
shock, the interest rate decreases and reverts to its steady state which results in less de-
posit, patient consumption and patient housing. In addition the rental price goes toward
the new steady state and rental housing drops and is replaced by patient houses which
provides more utility. The drop in the rental price motivate patient households to invest
in capital and intermediary safe asset. Raising capital increases the non-housing output
which results in more income wage due to equation (2.26). The major difference between
non-housing output and GDP is pRh. So on the contrary with non-housing output, GDP
drops because of the drop in the rental price. Higher return next period results in a drop
in the marginal rate of substitution (λP ) and a raise in patient consumption. It is a result
of the Euler equation. In addition, both the income effect and the high investment in safe
assets and capital make an increase in patients’ consumption. Since ϕh (the coefficient
which presents the importance of housing the utility function) is fixed, lower marginal
rate of substitution motivates patient households to have more residential houses. Lower
marginal rate of substitution increases the discounted utility gain and the house value
after tax and depreciating in the steady state whereas the marginal cost of buying one
unit of residential purpose house at time t is fixed in the steady state. This increase is
caused by the optimality condition which equates the marginal cost of buying one unit
of residential purpose house at time t with discounted utility gain and the house value
after tax and depreciating. The more deposit, the more asset for banker and the more
government loan(mortgage declines because of an increase in the raising mortgage cost
due to the smaller deduction rate). The increase in non-housing output increases the
transfers. On the other hand some time after the shock, non-housing output moves to
the new steady state and government loans rise which causes a drop in transfers. Less
transfer causes a decline in both impatients’ and renters’ consumption.

11Shadow price or utility gain is calculated from the Lagrangian multiplier of collateral constraint,λm.
See the optimality conditions for impatient households with respect to impatient houses and mortgage
equation (2.13)-(2.14)
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4.1.2 Deduction of imputed rental income

Deduction of imputed rental income targets both patient and impatient households. In-
creasing the costs of owning houses by 4% makes a gain of 50% in the present value of
tax revenue and the loss of GDP (about 8%) which is about 2.5% less than the loss of the
deduction of mortgage interest.

Impatient households are more sensitive to changes in comparison to patient ones as
housing is the only way to transfer their wealth is housing whereas patient households
have a variety of alternatives to choose from, for example, housing investment deposit
and capital. Raising Ir firstly affects impatient housing with a drop. Hence similar to the
change in the deduction of mortgage interest, patient households have incentive to buy
more houses for residential or renting purposes. This, in turn, reduces the rental price. A
drop in the rental price increases renter consumption due to the income effect. Some time
after the shock, the rental price moves to the new steady state and rental housing drops
off. With the change in deduction of imputed rental income, patient households prefer
to invest more in safe assets and capital. Since the collateral constraint is tighter, due
to the drop in impatient housing, the mortgage declines. Raising deposit and declining
mortgage means that the government is capable of having more loan that decreases the
transfer. In addition an increase in capital generates increased output and wage.

4.1.3 Property and Land transfer tax

These two taxes effect the economy in the same way, as evidenced in the tables and figures.
The former applies to current houses while the latter only effects movers. Property tax
is raised from 0.014 to 0.015 (7%) and land transfer tax increases from 0.0125 to 0.0137
(10%). These two changes work in the same manner while the former is applied on all
homeowners and the latter is applied only on the fraction of population which moves and
changes house. However only a fraction of the population pays LTT, almost the same
change in LTT and property tax provides same effects and this shows how important this
tax could be to the economy and how government or social planner can choose between
these two ways of direct taxing. These changes make an increase equal to 50% gain in
the present value of tax revenue changes alongside about 0.6% gain in the present value
of GDP changes . The present value of GDP for these changes, on the contrary with
deductions, is positive. As housing value in the steady state has a large share equal to
5.2 times of GDP, any direct intervention, in comparison with the indirect one, could
make a big impact. The GDP gain in direct changes against the loss in indirect changes
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could be explained by the role of housing. According to Table 6, in the steady state, only
direct changes effect the rental price(positively). This augmentation in the price makes a
positive effect on GDP and causes a higher GDP for direct changes rather than indirect
ones.

Increasing housing taxes reduces total housing demand in the long run. When the
shock occurs, impatient households decrease their house demands. This not only causes a
drop in mortgages but also a drop in the housing price. Patient households benefit the low
price to raise their houses. The transition paths are largely comparable to other changes.
The only difference is the positive effect on the rental price in the long term that is due
to the drop in the rental housing investment. Because of the initial drop in rental price
patient household prefers to convey their investment through the safe asset and capital
that makes a positive income effect with more output. Since collateral constraint limits
mortgage to the collateralized housing for impatient household, a drop in housing reduces
the mortgage and increase the government loans.

4.1.4 Change in Financial Regulation

The government or higher regulatory can control the economy by changing the regulation
of banker . The leverage ratio controls the banker liabilities in respect to its assets. Raising
the leverage ratio means loosening the economy, this means more deposit, mortgage and
government loan. In the benchmark model the leverage ratio is set to 0.9. To gain 50% tax
revenue more than benchmark, the leverage ratio is raised by 3.7%. This change increases
the present value of GDP by 2%. Adding two optimal conditions of banker,(2.21)-(2.22),
around the steady state12,

λφt (1− φ) ' βBEtλ
B
t+1(rbt+1 − rt+1) (4.2)

this equation shows the spread between the return on banker assets and the return on
deposits becomes smaller whenever the parameter of the financial regulation, i.e leverage
ratio, gets higher13. In other words, in the steady state a raise in the leverage ratio
decreases the return on assets. When asset constraint (2.20) become looser because,
for example because the leverage ratio is raised, the return on the assets gets smaller
to make the banker indifference between loans and deposits. The explanation comes
from the liquidity of loans and deposit. Deposits are more liquid than loans. In the

12the adjustment cost is zero in the steady state
13Note around the steady state for the small change on the leverage ratio λφ and λB do not change.
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equilibrium, raising one unit of deposit requires raising one over φ unit of loans (that is
greater than one). A decline on the return on loans, rb, motivates the government to raise
borrowing. On the other hand, the raise in the leverage ratio increases deposits which
negatively effects the interest rate on safe assets. This negative impact makes patient
households more motivated to raise investments on housing. The more investment on
housing and safe assets, the more assets next period and more patient consumption.
The raise in patient house demands increases the house price which results in a drop
in impatient houses. Consequently the drop in impatient houses tightens the collateral
constraint and decreases mortgages. The mechanism of variable changes is similar to
other policy changes in previous sections. In addition, from the banker budget constraint,
increasing the leverage ratio negatively effects its consumption. However the share of
banker consumption in total consumption is minuscule, due to the large negative effect
on this consumption, total consumption declines alongside. Some time after shock, due
to the decline in the borrowing interest rate, mortgages raise. The direct effect of raising
mortgage is increasing impatient housing investments and consumption.

4.2 Welfare effects

One of the means by which one can compare the tax policies and the financial regulation
is their effects on welfare. To analyze the impact of each change on welfare of agents,
the change in their respective lifetime welfare in terms of annual consumption equivalents
that is equal to Λi, i = P, I, R,B and is calculated in following equation,

∞∑
t=0

βtiU((1 + Λi)ci0, hi0, li0) =
∞∑
t=0

βtiU(cit, hit, lit) (4.3)

Where ci0, hi0, li0 are consumption, housing and labor of each agent14 in the initial steady
state and cit, h

i
t, l

i
t are the related variables at any period of the transition path plotted

in Figures 5-6 till achieving the new steady state after shocks. Positivity of Λ means the
change leads agents to be better off. Table 7 presents welfare effects of each change for
all agents in the economy and the weighted average of welfare effects,ΛA

15.
Exploring the table, the positive effect of increasing taxes, directly and indirectly, and
of loosening the economy(by leverage rate) on patient and impatient household is de-
termined. Renter household as the most sensitive agent(it works and consumes-hand
to mouth) is always worst off. Increasing taxes and loosening the economy will reduce

14For the banker it is assumed that housing and labor are equal to zero.
15ΛA = cP

C ΛP + cI

C ΛI + cR

C ΛR + cB

C ΛB
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Parameter ΛP (%) ΛI(%) ΛR(%) ΛB(%) ΛA(%)
Im 1.75 1.03 −2.71 −1.94 0.38
Ir 1.29 0.87 −2.18 −0.25 0.31
τp 1.33 0.67 −2.12 −0.26 0.25
τl 1.33 0.67 −2.12 −0.27 0.25
φ 2.54 0.95 −2.38 −33.0 0.20

Table 7: welfare effects

banker welfare that the latter has a considerable impact. The percentages in the table
present what percent of the first period consumption of agent is required to make agents
indifferent between applying the change and having the benchmark value.

Change in deduction of mortgage interest has 1.75% and 1.03% welfare gain for patient
and impatient households , respectively. That means they are better off and instantly to
make patient household indifferent between the tax code with fully deduction of mort-
gage interest and the tax code with partially deduction, there needs to be a per period
compensation of 1.75% of its first period consumption. On the contrary, the renter and
banker are worst off by −2.71% and −1.94% . The welfare changes come from the in-
come effect and the changes in consumption. In a model with bankers, patient households
have the ability to transfer savings to the next period through their safe asset. Due to
the deterministic behavior of the model, patient households increase the consumption by
investing more capital and safe asset. In addition, in the new steady state patient and
impatient labors in the economy drop while the wage increases as we can see in figure
7. This has a positive effect on the utility function. The renter wage also increases
but it is not enough so renters provide more labor rather than their old steady state.
Consequently welfare is effected negatively. However the changes in the tax codes in-
crease the new steady state of bankers’ consumption, the drop in consumption at early
periods of simulation (due to the drop in deposits) makes the welfare loss. As view
point of general welfare, the weighted average of welfare effect shows 0.38% better off.
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Figure 7: % Dev. from SS, Labor & Transfer, Permanent shocks on Im, Ir, τp, τl, φ

From the second line of table table 7 one can see that by decreasing deduction of
imputed rental income has negative implications for renters and bankers hence they are
worst off. Renters provide more labor and the income effect is not enough to provide
more consumption for them. To make renters indifferent between the tax code with fully
deduction of imputed rental income and the tax code with partially deduction, they need
a per period compensation of −2.18% of their first period consumption. A same required
per period compensation for patient,impatient and intermediary are 1.29%, 0.87%,−0.25%
respectively. In comparison with the last case, patient and impatient households are not
as well off, renters and bankers are even less so and the weighted average welfare declines
to 31%.

The signs of welfare change in the case of changing in property and land transfer taxes
are the same as other previous changes. Patients, impatients are better off and renters
and bankers are worse off due to the income effect and share of labors from each type of
household in the new steady state. For patients and bankers this change in the tax code
has a welfare effect in the middle of 2 other changes ( 1.33%, and −0.26% respectively).
This change has a minimum welfare gain for impatient household( 0.67%). From the view
point of general welfare, the weighted average welfare of changes in property and transfer
taxes is the lowest ( 25%) welfare gain among the changes in tax codes.

There is a huge drop in bankers’ consumption when the leverage ratio increased that
has a tremendous negative welfare effect on intermediary agent. Renters are forced
to increase their share of labor and consume less. This has a negative effect on their
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welfare(−2.38%) which is the largest welfare loss in all changes. Due to an increase in
deposit and mortgage, patient and impatient household consume more and they are pos-
itively impacted by a raising leverage ratio. The patient household’s welfare adjustment
from changing the leverage ratio is 2.54% which is almost twice the same change from
other policies and it comes from the big change in deposits. The weighted average welfare
for the change in the banker’s leverage ratio is the lowest one among all policies(0.2%).

5 Conclusion

This paper studies a general equilibrium model with heterogeneous agents and discusses
the impact of various housing taxes alongside the change in the regulation of financial
intermediary are discussed. The model is closed to the real economy where households
lack expertise in investing directly in bonds and instead deposit their saving in an ex-
pert intermediary agent. The model presents financial friction in the form of collateral
constraints for borrower households and lending constraint for intermediary agents. The
latter directly effect the demand side of borrowing constraint and provides an effective way
to control the economy for governments or higher regulatory. This paper finds that direct
change policies(e.g. property tax) discussed above result in GDP gains whereas indirect
tax changes(e.g. change in deductions) result in GDP losses. This could be explained
in light of the fact that intermediary agent gives a new channel to lender households to
transfer savings to next periods.
The findings of this paper show the change in deduction of imputed rental income has the
lowest present value of GDP loss among other alternatives. However the change in the
financial regulation has the greatest gain among all polices, the change in the property
tax which is a direct change in housing-related taxes has the greatest gain among changes
in the tax codes. Indirect changes lead the economy to a lower GDP (rather than the
initial steady state) in the long term, though direct and financial regulation changes lead
to a higher one.
All changing tax policies have negative impacts on total housing whereas the change in
the financial regulation augments housing. This augmentation is largely due to looser
lending constraint and more mortgage. This results in more housing for borrowers in the
new steady state.
On the other hand, welfare effects of the changes can offer another way to compare among
the policies. The changes have different impacts on households. Generally, any augmen-
tation in tax revenue has negative welfare effects on renters (as the most sensitive type
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of households who are hand to mouth) as well as bankers. Welfare effects on lenders,
borrowers are positive. The impact of changes in the regulation on welfare of lender com-
pared with others is large. This difference comes from the direct effect of the financial
regulation on deposits. The comparison between the policies through welfare effects de-
pends on the target type of household. For example deduction of mortgage interest rate
has highest positive effect on patient households among other tax policies whereas it also
has the worst effect on renters. Changing the regulation has a tremendous positive effects
on patient and impatient agents. It is the greatest impact among all policies in terms of
welfare gain. Analyzing the policies from the view point of general welfare, deduction of
mortgage interest rate is the best change and the regulation change is the worst one due
to the greatest and lowest welfare gain.

6 Appendix

6.1 FOCs

ϕl(lit)ι = λit(1− τw)wit i = P, I (6.1)

ϕl(lRt )ι = λRt (1− τwr)wRt (6.2)
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+ βPEt[
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λPt
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x
t+1(i

x
t+1
ixt
− 1)(i

x
t+1
ixt

)2] = 1 x = k, h (6.3)

6.2 Prices in steady state

Table 8 presents the steady state value of the prices per quarter for the baseline model.

Price symbol Steady State
Rental Price pR 0.0281
Interest rate on safe asset r 0.0100
Interest rate on capital rk 0.0282
Interest rate on mortgage rb 0.0135

Table 8: Steady state of the prices per quarter
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